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COLORBOOK
Introduction

When generating a ColorBook, the printing configuration is important, especially the print mode (CMYK, CMYKcmk,
CMYKOG, RGB, etc.) and, for some ColorBooks, the ICC profile. Be careful to check the current printing configuration
before you open the ColorBook generator.

Open the ColorBook generator
To open the Colorbook generation tool follow these steps:

1. Select the printer and open its Print Configuration window.
2. Choose the resolution, the media, the mode and the quality.
3. Click on the Spot Color management button.
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INTRODUCTION

4. Then click on the ColorBooks… button at the window’s bottom.

5. The Colorbook generator is now open.
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COLORBOOK
Main window

The main window can be divided into five parts or area’s which are fully described in the following pages of this doc-
ument.

1. The Preview
2. The page setting including:

l Title
l Page
l Swatches

3. The ColorBook selection tab including:
l ColorBook type
l Steps
l Labels

4. The Information area.
5. The actions including the Unit choice and the Tab used for savings and five action buttons: Reset, Save, Load,
Export and Close.
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PREVIEW

Preview
The Preview area allows the user to get a reduced resolution display of the ColorBook. The rendering is dynamic so
every change whether it is on the layout or on the ColorBook itself, is automatically reported in the preview.

Actions available
l Display text in preview: You will have a choice of displaying labels or not. This feature is deactivated by default

to allow a quicker display and good performance. Therefore, it is not recommended to activate it for big Col-
orBooks such as full ColorBooks. When it is deactivated, the text area is shown as a grey rectangle.

Labels displayed. Labels deactivated.

This option acts only on labels; the title and the header are displayed in all cases.

l Current page: This box allows you to move on the pages or pieces of the preview. The page number can also be
typed directly in the box.
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COLORBOOK
l Roll mode: this mode separates the display of a ColorBook that has been planned to be created on a roll

into several pieces. This has been designed to maintain good display performances. The number of pieces
is indicated by a fraction: 1/3 on our example means that the piece displayed is the first of three. In the
exported document or for the print, all swatches will be on the same document.

The following actions belong to all Caldera RIP’s preview tools. They can also be used for the Colorbook, in the Display or in the Print mod-
ule Page Setup.

Zoom in, zoom out and scroll the image: actions available in every Caldera RIP preview module to move into the pre-
view.

l Zoom in: while the Ctrl key is pressed, use the right mouse button or the mouse scroll up to zoom in.
l Zoom out: while the Ctrl key is pressed, use the left mouse button or the mouse scroll down to zoom out.
l Scroll the image: while the Ctrl key is pressed, keep the mouse scroll pressed and then move.

Be careful, in opposition to the other preview tools, in this module, you cannot use the Alt + R combination that allows
you to reset the preview.

Red cross display

If a red cross appears it means that no ColorBook can be generated, which can be due to several things:
l When the ColorBook type is “from a spot color library” and the library chosen is empty.
l When the size of swatches is higher than the print area so no swatch can be placed on the media.
l When there are too many swatches.
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PREVIEW

On-hold message
It can take a little time to create a ColorBook and to display its preview. During the wait, the cursor is not available any
more (its shape changes to indicate the compute) and, on the preview, an on-hold message appears.

Preview is being computed

Preview deactivation
The preview can be disabled at the top of the section.

It can be used when you want to change multiple parameters before recalculating the preview. It is calculated in real time and therefore
blocks the interface during this process. The preview can be reactivated at any time.
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COLORBOOK
Page setting

The three parts allow you to choose the ColorBook page settings; page format, swatches size, title and header can be
defined here.
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PAGE SETTING

Title

The Title area allows the user to add a title and a header on the ColorBook. They will be put on the top of the page and
with center align.

Title
The title is automatically reported on each page of the ColorBook. The title is automatically reported on each page of
the ColorBook.

l ColorBook title: whatever is typed in this field is dynamically saved and put on the preview in real time. While
the “Targeted ColorBook” has been chosen, the name of the color selected in the Spot Color management win-
dow is written in the title field. In the other modes “MyColorBook” is written by default.

l Title font size: it adjusts the title size dynamically.

Header
The header allows the user to note all information they want without any character limitations. It can be the date, the
document owner or comments for example.

l Header: the text typed here has to be stored before updating the preview. Be aware that while the writing area
is grey the text has not been saved yet.

Click on Update Text to save the header text
l Header font size: it adjusts the header size dynamically.
l Repeat header on each page: if it is checked and if the ColorBook contains several pages, the header will be

repeated on each page. If it is unchecked, the header will appear only on the first page. In both cases the title
will be on all pages.
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COLORBOOK
Page

This area sets up the page format and its printing area while taking several margins into. Every change is dynamically
reported on the preview.

l Format: the available formats are given by the printer format list; by default it uses the one on top of the list. If
the width or the height has been modified, the format becomes “custom”.

For the following components if you change a value directly without using “+” and “-“ tools, press Enter to validate the modification. The
grey field indicates that changes have not yet been saved. This hint is true in all Caldera RIP modules.

l Width: there is always a width of 1 for a minimum (mm or inch). By default, it takes the selected format value.
l Height: if the selected format is a roll, the height will stay at 0.00 meaning that there is no height defined. For a

sheet, it takes its value.
If the selected format is a sheet, margins will be added on every sheet.

l M. Left, M. Right, M. Top and M. Bottom : the left, right, top and bottom margins are at 0.00 by default or take
the selected format value. They can be changed manually.

If the addition of all margins does not provide enough space to display one swatch, the preview becomes blank with a red cross and no Col-
orBook can be created.

Swatches

This area sets up the swatches size and location on the page. Three Modes are available:
l Automatic: in this mode the swatches are squares of 40.00 mm with 6.00 mm space between two swatches.

Swatches are automatically centered and packed.
l Compact : in this mode the swatches are squares of 20.00 mm with 1.00 mm space between two swatches.

Swatches are placed side by side to use minimal size on the media lengthwise.
l Center: if this box is checked the swatches will be centered on the page, otherwise they are aligned to the

left margin.
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PAGE SETTING

l Manual: in this mode the user can define all settings:
l Center: if this box is checked the swatches will be centered on the page, otherwise they are aligned to the

left margin.

Example of two ColorBooks, one centered and one aligned to the left margin.

l Make packs: if this box is checked the swatches will be regrouped by packs with a space of the size of a swatch
between two packs, otherwise they are placed like in the compact mode: side by side.

Packs are blocks in which two components vary: one in the line and the other in the column. The others components vary from one pack to
another. The pack size is determined by the number of variations and the number of swatches chosen for each component.

Example of two ColorBooks, one compacted and one regrouped by packs.

l Width and Height: the swatch width and height is 20.00 mm by default. It must be between 5.00 mm (0.20 inch)
and 999.00.

If the width and/or the height are bigger than the printing area determined in the Page part, no swatch can be displayed, the preview
becomes blank with a red cross and no ColorBook can be created.

l Hspace: horizontal space between two swatches. If the horizontal space is bigger than the page width, only one
swatch will be displayed per line.

l Vspace: vertical space between two swatches. If the vertical space is bigger than the page height, only one
swatch will be displayed per column.

Hspace and Vspace are 6.00 mm by default and must be between 0.00 and 999.00.

All values are dynamically saved and automatically reported on the preview.
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COLORBOOK
ColorBook selection

The ColorBook selection is made in the ColorBook type section. The choice of the ColorBook will determine the Steps
and Labels options. The four types of ColorBooks are: From a Spot Color library, Targeted ColorBook, Full ColorBook and
Gradient ColorBook.

Color sets

This tool allows you to save the current ColorBook to place it in a list. So, during the export, the document will contain
all defined ColorBooks, placed one upon the other.
The preview takes into account the additional ColorBooks for its display.
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COLORBOOK SELECTION

Addition and saving
To add a custom color set to the list, click on the floppy disc icon which will allow you to name the color set you create.

Two things happen when you add a new ColorBook to the list:
l The current ColorBook is saved with the name indicated in the color sets field.
l A new ColorBook is added at the end of the list with the chosen name and the current values.

Note that when you select a ColorBook from the list and make changes, that the changes are automatically saved.

Pile sort
To sort your list, click on the […] button. It opens the Color sets management window.

From this interface you can: Rename the selected ColorBook, Delete it, move it Up orDown the list or Close the window.
The location of the ColorBooks in the list is important; it determines their order on the preview.
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COLORBOOK
From a Spot Color library

This type of ColorBook utilizes the parameters in the Spot Color library. It can be a HKS, NCS, Pantone, PPG, RAL or a per-
sonalized library created in the Spot Color management section. The PDF created contains all colors in the order as spe-
cified in the library. The colors are placed following the library list.

Steps
No selectable options are available as the ability to change a color doesn’t add any value as the goal is to print an exact
Spot Color library.

Labels

This area allows the user to define the information that will be reported on the PDF label for each swatch.
l Display Lab: displays the Lab components when they are available. If the chosen library has the .clab extension

it means that it is encrypted and that the Lab components are not available. In that case, the checkbox is inac-
cessible.

l Display components: displays the value of each ink in a percentage.
l Display decimal: displays when possible, the Lab components with the first decimal.
l Display swatch names: display the swatch name of the library.
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COLORBOOK SELECTION

l Convert Spot Colors to Device space: this option converts the colors into the device space defined by the ICC
profile. If this option is chosen the colors will no longer refer to the Spot Colors and the ColorBook must not be
used with another printing configuration to keep its colorimetric meaning.

When the Spot Colors conversion is not activated, the swatches keep the library colorimetric information and the Spot Color man-
agement has to be used when the ColorBook is printed. In that case, the PDF file created contains the entire library Spot Colors that is

recognized by Caldera RIP as true Spot Colors.

l Rendering: choice of the ICC rendering used when the Spot Colors are converted. The possibilities are: per-
ceptual , colorimetric, saturation , absolute, opt. colorimetric (optimized) and opt. absolute (optimized). The
chosen rendering is automatically added in the header.

l Library: choice of the Spot Colors library from which the ColorBook will be created. The libraries list is obtained
from the SpotColor management.

Example:
We choose the PANTONE Solid Coated.clab library. The Spot Colors have been converted into the device space. Here is
the result:

©Caldera 2016
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COLORBOOK
Targeted ColorBook

The targeted ColorBook takes in account the value of the spot color(s) selected under the selected target area which is
accessible by pressing the Choose targets button.

The colors available are the one included in the document or added in the spot color window by the user.

Once the colors have been selected, two variation modes are available: Device and LCH. The mode is chosen in the Steps
area. In both modes, the swatch of the targeted color gets a clipped corner in the created PDF.

The clipped corner is only visible in the PDF file and not available in the preview.
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COLORBOOK SELECTION

Device variation mode

The Device mode takes into account the ink value used by the profile to reproduce the color. It will then make vari-
ations based on this value.
Once the Device mode has been chosen, the following options are available under steps and labels areas.

Steps:
l Range: +/- (%): maximum value of the ink variation. To get the global variation: add the range to the initial

value and you will get the maximal ink value; subtract the range to the initial value and you will get the min-
imal ink value. Over 100% and under 0% samples will not be created.

Example: if the initial value of ink is 35% and the range is 4.0, then the samples will be between 31% and 39%. This calculation is applied
to each ink.

l Samples per direction : the number of samples determines how many intermediate values will be created
between the initial value and the one of its limit. The values are regularly placed with the same distance
between them.

Example: Keep the same initial value: 35% and the same limits: 31% and 39%. Select 2 as the number of samples per direction. You will
have 31% and 33% for the lower values and 37% and 39% for the higher ones. So this ink will take the following values: 31%, 33%, 35%,

37% and 39%.

The number of samples does not provide the total number of swatches but only the number of values an ink can
achieve. The total number of samples will depend on the number of ink mixing too.
l Ink Mixing: number of inks that can be mixed at the same time and according to the defined combinations.
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COLORBOOK
l Combinations: choice of the inks that will be able to vary from their initial value mixed with another ink. Click-

ing the […] button will open the following pop-up:

By default, all combinations are allowed. Several actions are available:
l Excluded and Allowed: these columns indicate the ink mix that will be excluded or allowed. The arrows

allow you to move couples from one column to the other.
If inks such as Orange and Green are defined for the current profile, all combinations that can be made with them will also be avail-

able.

l All selects all combinations while None deselects them.
l CMYK + N: all CMYK and NColor ink combinations are selected whereas Ncolor only combinations are not.

Example: if the mode is CMYKOG: CM, CY, CK, CO, CG, MY, MK, MO, MG, YK, YO, YG, KO, KG will be selected whereas OG won’t.

l CMY + N: all CMY and NColor ink couples are selected whereas only Ncolor couples are not.
Example: if the mode is CMYKOG: CM, CY, CO, CG, MY, MO, MG, YO, YG will be selected whereas CK, MK, YK, KO, KG, OG won’t.

l Current selection: shows the current selection. The desired ink mix can also be entered here using capitals
and the combinations will automatically be calculated. Couples, triplets or quadruplets can also be
entered divided with a space, a coma or a “/”.

l Cancel: closes the pop-up without saving the changes.
l OK: saves the changes and then closes the pop-up window.

Labels:
l Display components: displays the value of each ink in a percentage.
l Display decimal: displays the value with the first decimal.
l Display swatch names: for the initial color: its name as assigned in the spot color management window. For the

other swatches: its component values.
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COLORBOOK SELECTION

Example:
We choose the Pantone 137C for this example with a CMYK mode. The range has been set up at 2.0% and the number of
samples is 2. The max ink mixing is at the maximum.
Here is the result:

l The sample with the clipped corner is the targeted color
l The number of samples that have been created is not the maximum that could have been reached with another

color. For this example the black ink was at 0% so it could only vary with higher values. Applying the same prin-
ciple the cyan ink was initially at 1.2 so it could have taken only one lower value and the yellow ink was at
99.9% so it could only vary with lower values.

LCH variation mode

In the LCH mode, the targeted color LAB values are obtained from the ICC profile and are then converted into LCH to
allow the user to create variations on the LCH value.
Once the LCH mode has been chosen, the following options are available under steps and labels areas.

Steps:
For the three following fields, the first number corresponds to the maximum number of variations that will be created above and under the

initial value. So if you choose 4, the component will take 9 values: 4 above, the initial value and 4 under. If a limit is reached, the following vari-
ations will not be created.

l L: “Lightness” value in positive units from 0 (black) to 100 (white).
l C: “Chroma” value in positive units from 0 (gray) to 100 (maximal saturation).
l H: Hue value in degree and representing a hue from the color wheel. The value can be from -359 to 359, the

limit is 360. If a higher value is written it will automatically change to 360.
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COLORBOOK
When “Make packs” has been chosen in the swatches area under the Layout tab, the pack creation follows these rules:

l L values vary from one column to the next one so the number of columns in each pack depends on the number
of L values.

l C values vary from one line to the next one so the number of lines in each pack depends on the number of C
values.

l H values vary from one pack to the next one so the number of packs depends on the number of H values.

Labels:
l Display LAB: display the LAB value of each swatch.
l Display decimal: displays the value with the first decimal.
l Display swatch names: for the initial color: its name as assigned in the spot color management window. For the

other swatches: its LCH value.
Example: we choose a CMYK mode and the Pantone 137C as targeted color.
The number of L values is 1 with a 1.0 distance.
The number of C values is 1 with a 1.0 distance.
The number of H values is 1 with a 1° distance.
Here is the result:

l The sample with the clipped corner is the target color: Pantone 137C.
l L variations are on the columns, C variations on the lines and the H ones on packs.
l Values are displayed with the first decimal to get a higher precision.
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COLORBOOK SELECTION

Full ColorBook

The Full ColorBook option generates a full ColorBook. No particular ink restriction is made The number of swatches and
the number of inks mixed are defined in Steps area. The Labels area allow you to specify the information displayed in
the Swatch label.

Steps

l Logarithmic scale: add a logarithmic scale to the sample creation. The ink variations are more gradual and give
priority to light tones.

l Samples per axis: the number of samples determine how many intermediate values will be represented between
the initial value and its limit. The values are regularly placed with the same distance between them. The initial
value is 0% and the limit is 100%

l Ink Mixing: the number of inks that can be mixed at the same time and according to the defined combinations.

©Caldera 2016
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COLORBOOK
l Combinations: choice of the inks that will be able to vary from their initial value mixed with another ink. Click-

ing the […] button will open the following pop-up:

By default, all combinations are allowed. Several actions are available:
l Excluded and Allowed :the available column indicates the ink combinations that will not be used. The

arrows moves one combination from one column to the other.
If ink such as Orange and Green are defined for the current profile, all combinations that can be made with them will also be available.

l All selects all combinations while None deselects them.
l CMYK + N: all CMYK and NColor ink combinations are selected whereas only Ncolor combinations are not.

Example: if the mode is CMYKOG: CM, CY, CK, CO, CG, MY, MK, MO, MG, YK, YO, YG, KO, KG will be selected whereas OG won’t.

l CMY + N: all CMY and NColor ink combinations are selected whereas only Ncolor combinations are not.
Example: if the mode is CMYKOG: CM, CY, CO, CG, MY, MO, MG, YO, YG will be selected whereas CK, MK, YK, KO, KG, OG won’t.

l Current selection: shows the current selection. The desired ink can directly be entered here and the com-
binations will automatically be calculated. Couples, triplets or quadruplets can also be entered with a
space, a coma or a “/”.

l Cancel: closes the pop-up without saving the changes.
l OK: saves the changes and then closes the pop-up window.

Labels

l Display components: displays the value of each ink in a percentage.
l Display decimal: displays the value with the first decimal.
l Display swatch names: the swatch name is its component values rounded to the nearest unit.
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COLORBOOK SELECTION

Examples:
For the first example the number of samples is 5 and the max ink limit has been chosen. Swatch names and components
are both displayed.

For the second example, the number of samples and the max ink limit are the same. The logarithmic scale has been activ-
ated.

©Caldera 2016
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COLORBOOK
Gradient ColorBook

This kind of ColorBook utilizes a starting and a finishing color to create a gradient.
The number of swatches and the two colors are defined in Steps section. The Labels area allows you to define inform-
ation displayed in the swatch label.

Steps

Two Variation types exist: Lab. or Device. The only relevant change between them is the color space used to define the
colors: Lab space or the device space which is CMYK here but can also be CMYK+N with additional colors.

l From: set the first color that will be at the top of the ColorBook.
l To: set the second color that will be at the bottom of the ColorBook.
l Color: choose the color among the image’s Spot Color or:
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COLORBOOK SELECTION

l Use the first button to measure a color with one of these spectrophotometers:

l Use the second button to search the color among the available spot color libraries:

l Directly enter the color values (CMYK+N or Lab)
l Once you set the two colors, you can indicate the number of swatches to create between the two colors in the

number of steps field.
If the colors are identical or very close, the number of steps might be automatically reduced on the preview as long as
only different swatches are displayed.

The minimum number of steps allowed is 1 and it will display only the two colors.

The ColorBook total number of swatches corresponds to “number of steps” +1.

The maximum is 100,000 steps your ColorBook maximum number of swatches is 100,001.
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COLORBOOK
Labels

l Display components: displays the value of each ink in a percentage.
l Display decimal: displays the value with the first decimal.
l Display swatch names: the swatch name is its component values rounded to the nearest unit.

Examples:
For the first example:

l Variation type is Lab
l From color: Pantone 137C
l To color: White
l Number of steps: 2000.

For the second example, the gradient is done from one color to another (not to the white like the previous example):
l Variation type is Device
l From color: Blue (C: 100%, M: 100%, Y: 0%, K: 0%)
l To color: Magenta (C: 0%, M: 100%, Y: 0%, K: 0%)
l Number of steps: 2000.
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Information

This area gives information to the user about the current ColorBook. Information changes depending on the current para-
meters such as the layout or number of samples. Two fields are displayed:

l Page number: this field displays the page number. If the page format is roll the page number will always be 1.
l Swatch number: this field displays the swatches number.

If “-“ appears in one or both fields that means an error occurred and no ColorBook will be created.

The most common reasons for errors are:
l The number of pages is too big (over 10 000).
l The page format is too small to contain one swatch.
l In Targeted ColorBook mode: no color has been selected in the Spot Color management window.
l In From a Spot Color library mode:

l The chosen library does not contain any color.
l No ICC profile has been activated for the current device (in this case, an error message will be displayed

before the ColorBook generator opens).
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COLORBOOK
Actions

The action area contains fields and buttons which have consequences on the ColorBook generation or configuration. It
can be divided into four parts:

l Choice of the Unit
l Actions related to the module configurations
l The export
l Close: button to close the window and go back to the Spot Color management window. Page settings are saved

and will automatically be used when opening a new ColorBook generator window, even if it is done from
another printer.

Apart from Close, all actions keep the window open.

Unit

Here is chosen the length Unit for the whole module. It can be “millimeter” or ‘inch”. If the unit is changed, an automatic
conversion is applied on all fields.

ColorBook configuration

In this new version, you are able to save the current configuration and load an old one.
l Reset: resets to the default settings.
l Save: saves the current configuration and opens file selection window
l Load: load a saved configuration using the file selection window

Load and save window. The configuration files have the .cfg extension.
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ACTIONS

Export
When you click on the Export button, the following window opens:

The EasyTextile import is not used anymore.

PDF export
The PDF files created with the ColorBook generator (both in image bar and using export) are locked with a password only to be used with Cal-

dera RIP. So they can’t be opened with PDF viewer.

When a ColorBook is created from a spot color library without the conversion to device space, the Spot Color encapsulated into the PDF doc-
ument will keep the libraries colorimetric information. APPE detects and interprets them through the profile during the printing process. The

Spot Color management has to be enabled.

To generate a ColorBook and save it on your computer, once all parameters have been set up, follow these steps:
1. Click on the Export button. The Export to… window opens
2. Select PDF then click OK. The file selection window opens:

3. By default the ColorBook title is used for the File name. It can be changed in the File field.
4. Choose the location where you like to store your file. It can also be on a separate disk or on a USB key for example

(using the short cut icons on the right side of the File selection window).
5. Then click on Save.
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COLORBOOK
6. After a few seconds, your ColorBook is available at the chosen location.

7. The PDF file can then be copied and pasted for storage purposes. Be careful, as noted on the previews page, the
file is locked with a password and can only be opened by a Caldera RIP V9 or higher.

Automatic load in the image bar
By selecting the Load in image bar option, you can export the ColorBook to the PDF format and then open it auto-
matically in the selected tab.
The user is able to create a new Tab by writing its name directly in the Tab field. When clicking on Ok, the new tab will be added to the image

bar and the image will be placed in it.

When the PDF file has several pages, they are created as shown in the following example (the first page will not show
anything, the followings will show “_p2; _p3; _p4; etc .”).

The PDF generated in the image bar has a size constraint. It cannot be bigger than 13MB (it will be 10MB on average). This size is only for the
preview image. . So, for big ColorBooks, the preview will have a very low resolution (it can be only 36 dpi for a full ColorBook for example).

To get a higher preview, use the export to PDF option. You will be able to select the preview resolution in Fileman. Be warned that the higher
the resolution, the bigger the preview file.
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